CAMBRIAN PARK VILLAGE
14800 CAMDEN AVE, SAN JOSE, CA
MIXED-USE VILLAGE
WEINAGEN REALTY

KEYNOTES:
- CLAPBOARD
- SLATE ROOF
- SINGLE PLY ROOFING SYSTEM
- GLASS BLOCK
- EXTERIOR PLASTER WITH REINFORCING
- CONCRETE
- ALUMINUM CLADDING
- RAINWATER DISPOSAL
- RAINSCREEN CLADDING
- PRECAST CONCRETE
- GLASS ENTRY DOOR
- GLASS ENTRANCE SYSTEM
- TARDEC
- ALUMINUM ENTRANCE SYSTEM
- CONCRETE SLAB
- METAL CAP FLASHING OVER PARAPET
- GLASS ENTRANCE SYSTEM
- PARAPET PLASTER
- WOOD PLINTH
- BASEMENT REINFORCED WALL
- CONCRETE ROOF

COLOR AND MATERIAL SCHEDULE:
- STONE VENETIAN / DECK SURFACES - GOLDEN HONE
- STONE VENETIAN / DECK SURFACES - TURNEO HARD CREAM
- VARIOUS CLADDING SYSTEMS
- METAL COMPOSITE PANELS - SATIN
- METAL COMPOSITE PANELS - GLOSS
- FABRIC BOX STYLE STORPENT BUS RAINING
- STEEL RAINWATER - EUROPEAN CAST IRON - MACHINED ARCHITECTURAL
- STEEL CONCEPT - WASHES ARCHITECTURAL
- CLAPBOARD - CUSTOM ARCHITECTURAL SHAPE
- TERRA COTTA - FLOATING BRICK:
- GREY / OAK
- GREY / GREY
- GREY / GREY / METAL
- GREY / GREY / PLASTIC

BUILDING 3 WALL SECTION & ENLARGED ELEVATION
A8.8
CAMBRIAN PARK VILLAGE
14900 CAMDEN AVE, SAN JOSE, CA
MIXED-USE VILLAGE
WEINGARTEN REALTY

KEYNOTES:
1. EXTERIOR STUD WALL
2. EXTERIOR STUD WALL
3. EXTERIOR DOOR
4. EXTERIOR WINDOW SYSTEM
5. EASE ENTRY DOOR
6. BIM
7. LINE OF FLOOR ABOVE
8. LINE OF FLOOR BELOW
9. WHEELCHAIR TURNING RADIUS
10. BARRIER GLASS
11. EXTERIOR BAIL LID
12. EXTERIOR SLIDING GLASS DOORS

1. DOUBLE/QUEEN GUEST ROOM - H2.E: 340 SF
2. DOUBLE/QUEEN ACCESSIBLE GUEST ROOMS - H2.D: 370 SF
3. DOUBLE/QUEEN GUEST ROOM - H2.C: 370 SF
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CAMBRIAN PARK VILLAGE
14900 CAMDEN AVE, SAN JOSE, CA
MIXED-USE VILLAGE
WEINGARTEN REALTY

Architecture + Planning
888.456.5849
ktgy.com

3 BD/2.5 BA  1,826 GSF
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FLOOR PLANS _ PLAN 1A
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CUBBY BACKSTORY & FORBES, INC.
445 North Whisman Road, Suite 200
Mountain View, CA 94043
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CAMBRIAN PARK VILLAGE
14900 Camden Ave, San Jose, CA

MIXED-USE VILLAGE

WEINGARTEN REALTY

SINGLE FAMILY HOME FLOOR PLANS
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